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Wildcats 
sweep 
Alaskan 
road trip 
by Joseph Siemandel 
Staff reporter 
The Central Washington University 
women's volleyball team has not lost in 
Alaska since 2002. This past weekend, 
they kept their winning streak in the 
Frontier State alive. 
Last Thursday, Central defeated the 
University of Alaska Nanooks in four 
games. Then, last Saturday, they defeat-
ed the University of Alaska Anchorage 
Seawolves in three. 
The Wildcats came out firing right 
away, scoring on more than half of their 
possessions in the first game. Even with 
that offensive success, the Wildcats had 
to emerge from five ties and four lead 
changes to take the opening game. 
Central dropped the second game, 
but came back to win the third and 
fourth game, in two consecutive 30-26. 
scores. Senior middle blocker Bree 
Brandt had a big kill at the end of the 
fourth game to finish off the Nanooks 
and helped the Wildcats sweep the sea-
son series. 
11 1 just stay calm and confident dur-
ing the big games. 11 Brandt said. "As a 
senior, I just have to come up big in 
those situations." 
Central put up good numbers in 
blocks with 16.5 for the match. Junior 
middle blocker Rachael Schurman led 
the team with nine total blocks and 
sophomore middle blocker Erin Norris 
had seven. 
Junior setter Maggie Olson led .the 
Wildcats with 55 assists, many of those 
to Schurman and Norris, as they had 33 
of Central's 65 kills. Senior liber Erika 
. Stevens led Central with 23 digs. 
11 1 loved going back to Fairbanks," 
Stevens said. "I get a lot of support from 
my friends and family that watched me 
in high school and got to watch me in 
college." 
Stevens, who grew up in Fairbanks, 
Alaska, played her last collegiate match 
in her hometown lastThursday. 
Saturday was no different as the 
Wildcats came out to dominate a Sea-
wolves team that has lost five straight 
matches. The Wildcats took all three 
games against Alaska - Anchorage, 30-
17, 30-21 and 30-18. 
The Wi Id cats were powered by 10 
kills apiece from junior outside hitter 
Kayla Roof and freshman outside hitter 
Kady Try. Roof also had 13 digs against 
the Seawolves. 
SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE 14 
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ID 
Check? 
Businesses 
surprised 
by youthful 
customers 
by Casey Donovan 
Senior reporter 
The Washington State Liquor Control Board will be in 
Ellensburg for the next two weeks as part of a month-long 
operation to clean up practices of local businesses. 
The Liquor Board sends in would-be customers, ranging 
from 18 to 20 years old, to purchase alcohol. Within the 
first two weeks, three tickets were issued for serving a per-
son alcohol under the age of 21. 
The Ellensburg Bowl, the First and Last Chance Tavern 
and the Frontier Tavern have each received one ticket. There 
were three fines handed out in 2006 to The Oak Rail Bar 
and Grill, Central Market and 7-11. 
According to the Wenatchee District Liquor Board, there 
are numerous steps that must be taken by the business. 
First-time citations call for a $500 fine or five-day suspen-
sion of their liquor license. 
Fines are counted in two-year spans, and after four vio-
lations within that time, the license is removed from the 
business. The Frontier's fine was in the ballpark of $2,000. 
Many establishments make the employee pay either the 
whole amount of the fine or a large ·piece of it. 
"Basically, what we do is make sure the right people are 
being served alcohol," Murphy said. "In these cases, people 
that were under the age of 21 were given the chance to con-
sume." 
The Liquor Board has a straight approach for businesses: 
check identification. For that ver reason, the ma·orit of 
Photo illustration by Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Two young boys want to start early, but get denied at 18th Street Deli when trying to 
buy beer. The liquor board has handed out three citations in the past two weeks for 
selling alcohol to minors. Bob Hood, owner of 18th Street Deli gives a $50 gift certifi-
cate to employees who pass compliance checks. 
Ellensburg bars and taverns have a person designated to ver-
ify age. 
"Every time, a fine was given out for the same reason," 
Murphy said. "Bartenders were checking ID's and handing 
them right back and asking what they wanted. The ID's that 
we are having checked are not to trick people into serving 
alcohol." 
A number of small businesses don't have the resources 
to employ such a person, and those are the establishments 
receiving fines. 
Failure to simply verify the person's age is the biggest 
slip-up, something that Danae Robertson of the First and 
Last Chance Tavern fell victim to. 
"I looked right at it (ID), went to hand it back and looked 
at it again," Robertson said. "I just didn't think it through. It 
happened so fast." 
In Bob Hood's case - the owner of 18th Street Deli - he 
sees the faces of the Liquor Board on a consistent basis, 
something that has turned into a game for his 20 employees 
to play. 
"We get them [Liquor Board] in our store a lot," Hood 
said. "It's mainly because it is a popular place to pick up 
beer." 
In the 10 years that Hood has owned 18th Street Deli, 
he has never had a problem with the Liquor Board. 
"We hold a license from the state to sell alcohol to peo-
ple of age and we take that very seriously," Hood said. "We 
want to protect our customers and the community." 
18 compliance checks 
were done in Ellensburg 
in Sept. 2006 
3 sales were made to 
minors 
8 3 % compliance rate 
According to the Wash. 
Liquor Control Board 
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Alcohol awareness brought to campus 
by Matt Hartmann 
Staff reporter · 
Alcohol consumption at Central 
Washington University is currently 
under the microscope. 
The Wildcat Wellness Center 
focused on alcohol awareness during 
the month of October. Various events 
have been planned that began with 
"Get a Better Buzz" during the first six 
weeks of the quarter. 
The program informs students of 
drinking policies and practices at Cen-
tral, as well as tromping misconcep-
tions that many students held by having 
them compare their ideas on alcohol 
consumption with actual statistics. 
One of the people involved was 
Drug and Alcohol Harm Reduction 
staff member, Colin Lamb. 
"We conducted this program 
because the first six weeks of fall quar-
ter are known as the 'Red Zone'," 
lnfroducing our new Buttermilk FrHc:cdf"'· sandwiches. 
Our new /:'rescuifs""' are made from 
scratch and frfHhly balced all momln9 
long, &o fhey're moist anti never 
crumbly. Add to ihat melt.J ch...., 
tavory sau$Gge and egg•, and 1JO&l 
just found yourself a new klrKl of 
breakfast - a fast goocl one. 
Lamb, junior anthropology major, said. 
"Freshmen are more likely to engage in 
risky behavior during this period, but 
our programs apply to all students," 
Anyone caught drinking underage 
is reprimanded and sent to either the 
Prime for Life program or the Under 
the Influence program. Both pro-
grams are meant to help students 
overcome alcohol issues. 
Students of any age can also con-
tact the Smart Recovery program or the 
Alcoholics Anonymous program if an 
alcohol abuse issue is recognized. 
Student opinions on the issue of 
alcohol are varied. 
Most that aren't affected directly 
by drinking don't see the issue while 
Mark 
others disagree with the current 
alcohol laws. 
"If you are allowed to sign up for 
the army at 18 years of age, you 
should also be allowed to drink, but 
I also don't think you should drink 
just to get drunk,"Kyrie Krogness, 
junior undeclared, said. 
Tyson Ingalls, senior business 
major, is a bartender at the Starlight 
Lounge and sees Central students pack 
this bar every weekend. 
The Starlight has a no tolerance pol-
icy for underage drinking and will 
report to the police. 
'Most of our patrons either walk 
home or take a cab after a night at our 
establishment,' Ingalls said. 
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Safari Upgrade Outage 
The Safari (Student Administration) y tem will not be available after S:OO p.m.,. 
Thursday, October 18"> for a oftware upgrade. 
Beginning Tuesd11y1 Octotier 23"', at 8:00 a.m., the improv d Safari ys1em will be 
available providing: 
• Easier navig_ation (fewer mou &-Click I). 
• For studentsi a new Student Center displaying Cla 
Finances, Holds and other information all on one pagel 
chedule, To Oo LI t, 
• For faculty. a new Faculty Center which consolidate access to Class Roster · 1 
Teaehing Schedule, and other information from single pag I 
NOTE: Wiidcat Connect/on service (Blackboard, GroupWi 
Line Tutoring, etc.) wm be vailable during the fari upgr: de,. 
When the upgrad is complete, Safari acce s Will be avail ole on Wilacat 
Connection. Usernames and P sswords will not change. 
Question ? 
The following offlc s can i t while S fari i unav ilabl Friday and next Monday: 
• Registrar - x3001 
• x1611 
-x3546 
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Leavin' on a jet Diane: 
New international studies minor now ottered 
by Jessica May 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University's 
International Studies Program added a 
new minor to its curriculum and is 
open to all majors. 
In the works for over a year, the 
international studies minor was 
approved in spring quarter of last year. 
· "The new minor is interdiscipli-
nary in nature and brings together a 
number of courses that focus on the 
contemporary international system," 
said Mike Launius, executive direc-
tor of the office of international stud-
ies and programs. 
Some of the required classes for the 
international studies minor include 
disciplines such as anthropology, 
economics, geography and politics. 
The minor will also require stu-. 
dents to spend time at an international 
partner university or on a faculty-led 
study abroad experience. 
"It sounds snazzy," Shannon 
Smith, senior music and business 
major said. "I wish they had it a year 
ago. I would have looked into it." 
Smith has always been fascinated by 
the diversity of other cultures and hopes 
to book venues internationally. 
The idea behind the minor is to 
augment students' majors with knowl-
edge and experience that will benefit 
the student in their careers by giving 
them contemporary knowledge and 
international experience. 
Only 36 credit hours are required 
for the new minor and it is open to all 
students in any major. 
"It is an important and timely addi-
tion to the Central curriculum and may 
enhance the career opportunities of stu-
dents in a wide variety of traditional dis-
ciplines" Launius said. 
The minor is designed to educate 
students and provide hands on 
experience in cross-cultural interactions. 
Currently, Central is partnered with 
approximately 40 international uni-
versities, which give students a broad 
range of cultures to choose from in 
countries all across the globe. 
If enough interest in the new 
program is generated, an internation-
al studies major could be created. 
The process to become a major 
takes time to implement because 
after Central's approval, it is neces-
sary to allow the 40 other partner 
universities to review, agree and then 
amend their courses as well. 
lnforma.t:ion packets and applica-
tions for the minor are available at 
the International Studies Center. 
· For more information, contact Mike 
Launius at Launiusm@cwu.edu 
Central to appeal board over 
education accreditation issue 
by Ken Stanton 
Staff reporter 
The ego of Central Washington Uni- · 
versity's education program continues 
to stagger from a review recently 
delivered by the Professional Educator 
Standards Board (PESB) last May. 
As news coverage of the review 
continues, the department of education 
at Central has been very leery about 
what information is being reported, and 
who is giving out that information. 
Becky Watson, director of public 
relations and marketing at Central, has 
been given that responsibility as faculty 
and others associated with the review 
process have been instructed to refer all 
questions to her. 
Watson expressed disapproval of 
some of the media's coverage, as some 
reports question the future of Central's 
education program and their abilities to 
accept students into the program next 
year due to accreditation issues. 
"We haven't lost accreditation at 
all," Watson said. "What came out of 
[May's review] was that [the PESB] put 
Central on what is called a 'disap-
proval,' which is not to say that we have 
lost our accreditation, it's sort of anoth-
er way of saying probation." 
Central has the ninth-largest 
teacher preparation program in the 
United States, and has been reported 
as being one of the top two producers 
of educators in the state, according to 
reporter James Joyce Ill of the Yakima 
Herald Republic. 
With acclamations such as these, 
many are left asking how the problem 
even occurred. Some in Central's 
department of education puts most of 
the blame on the PESB. In a informa-
tional breakdown of the appeal that 
Central is making of the PESB's deci-
sion, it states that mistakes were mad~ 
as well as unfair treatment, which pun-
''[The PESB] put 
Central on what 
is called a 
'disapproval,' which 
is not to say that we 
have lost our 
d . . . ' ' accre 1tat1on. 
BECKY WATSON, DIRECTOR OF 
PUBLIC RELATIONS, MARKETING 
ished Central and let others who had 
scored similarly on their reviews off the 
hook. · 
In the appeal breakdown of the 
PESB decision by Central, it makes 
clai_ms that "State standards were dis-
regarded," and that "The PESB disre-
garded state standards for open gov-
ernment, and its own standards for 
approval by denying [Central] 
approval, even though it approved 
similar programs of other universities 
with the same or more 'unmets.'" 
The appeal also states that the 
PESB site team began the review 
process two people short. They also 
did not allow the full participation of 
Central's Office of Superintendent of 
Public Instruction liaison, whose par-
ticipation is required by the Washing-
ton Administrative Code. 
The appeal also sates that evidence 
favorable to the institution was not 
considered because the site team 
stopped asking for data, due to an 
anonymous note instructing team 
members to do so, and that one team 
member missed a full day of briefings. 
The appeal seeks to revere the July 
2007 decision of the PESB and a rein-
state of the approval status of its Resi-
dency Teacher Preparation Program for 
one year. 
They wish to have the "low 
performing" designation expunged 
from Central's record. 
Pregnant? 
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K-9 to live: Working dogs train to snift out drugs. 
The Samuelson Union Building has served as a training site for narcotics-sniffing dogs of various police departments including, the Washington State Patrol, Yakima and 
Asotin Counties. According to Sergeant Kerry Kintzley of the WSP, this was the second narcotics training session held on campus. A number of the dogs used in the program 
were adopted from local pounds and humane societies. Actual drug samples that have been seized and have already gone through the courts are used. Each sample ranges from six 
to SO grams. The dogs play for a toy reward, followed by the high pitched praise of "good dog" by their handlers. The dogs usually are considered a "working dog" for approxi-
mately seven to eight years, or until they begin to lose interest. When that occurs, the handlers are given first choice to adopt the dog, which is usually the case, according to Kint-
zley. If not, the departments find the dog a new home for retirement. 
Any breakup 
can be difficult. 
If you're lo our relationship 
e substances, 
on campus. 
sdays at 9 a,.m. 
It's an open, 
am that focuses 
to support you. 
Left: Yakima police officer Jason 
Johnson rewards his first K-9 
companion, Flash. Three-year-old 
Flash was adopted at nine months 
old from Pet Rescue Center in 
Yakima. She has a record of 465 
street narcotic finds. 
Right: State Patrol Officer Nick 
Gerard points to areas for his 
partner, Pickles, to sniff out for 
narcotics. Pickles was also res-
cued from a pound in Vancouver 
at 1 1I2 years old. Gerard said 
that judges, prosecutors and crim-
inals "don't remember [him], but 
they will always remember the 
dog." Gerard and Pickles have 
worked together since 2002. 
Below: Pickles lays down, signaling 
to his handler that narcotics are in 
the printer. Narcotics dogs have to 
go through 240 hours of training. 
Most of the training is geared 
toward the handler-dog relation-
ship and learning behaviors. 
photos by Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Miller, dean of sciences resigns 
by Krystal McMullen 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University 
Dean of the College of the Sciences, 
and a professor of geological studies 
Meghan Miller is stepping down to 
take on a new position with the 
University Navsta Consortium 
(UNAVCO Inc), a non-profit research 
support corporation. 
Miller will now be moving to Boul-
der, Colo. to assume her three-year 
term as president of UNAVCO Inc. that 
I 
begins in January. 
Miller served as dean since 
2002. She first came to Central to 
teach in 1991. 
Friends, co-workers and members of 
the board of directors of UNAVCO, Inc. 
had recruited her to apply for presiden-
cy of the non-profit research support 
corporation which studies the fault lines 
and earthquake cycles of the Nortb-
west, as well as Boulder. 
Miller's goal as president is to 
establish a 10-year plan and finish the 
remainder of ongoing projects. 
nterested in officiation 
High School or Jr. High 
Basketball? 
Call Dick Eglet 
Yakima Valley Officals 
( 609) 945-23 7 9 
She has been a member of UNAV-
CO for the past twenty years. 
Miller will be studying earth sci-
ence research, which includes CPS 
technology, to research earthquake 
offsets, and measure fault movements. 
"I feel as if I have been able to 
make an impact on Central, and I am 
really excited for a new opportunity," 
Miller said. 
The National Science Federation 
(NSF) well as the National Aerospace 
Association (NAA) helps fund UNAV-
CO operate at seven locations, the 
major one being in Boulder. 
She has contributed to a number 
of studies at Central. 
Such studies include leading the 
development of the Pacific Northwest 
Geodetic Array, which use CPS tech-
nology to measure fault deformation 
in the Pacific Northwest. 
Miller has background with her 
to Boulder, including a bachelor of 
sciences degree from Yale University 
and a doctorate from Stanford Uni-
versity. 
It has not been determined who will 
step in as Miller's replacement for the 
dean of the college of the sciences. 
Miller will return after her three-
year term to resume as faculty in the 
geological sciences. 
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City 
News.from around the Ellensburg community 
Meth remains prevalent problem in-Ellensburg 
by Karena Shellman 
Senior reporter 
The Ellensburg Police Department 
has been cracking down on local crime 
and violence, arresting individuals sus-
pected of alcohol or drug abuse. 
What neighboring residents are 
unaware of is the blood and urine sam~ 
pies from many of these .criminals all 
seem to encompass a particular sub-
stance: Crystal methamphetamine, bet-
ter known as crystal meth or meth. 
According to the National Criminal 
Justice Reference Service Web site, 
meth is a powerful stimulant that affects 
the nervous system and was originally 
intended for use in nasal decongestants 
and bronchial inhalers. It can be snort-
ed, smoked, orally digested or injected. 
"It's such an addicting drug," said 
Bert Marx, lieutenant of the Ellensburg 
Corrections Facility. "When it gets a 
hold of a person, it doesn't let go." 
Common meth addicts that Ellens-
burg police have arrested are white 
males around the age of 20 to 35. 
Police have been tracking down indi-
viduals possessing crystal meth in their 
systems through criminal offenses such 
as robberies and gang fights. 
"Being off 1-90, we get a lot of peo-
ple off the freeway that commit crimes," 
Dale Miller, Ellensburg chief of police, 
said. "There are a lot of forgeries. [Crim-
inals] will buy 10 gallons of gas with 
forged checks and the money they get 
back supports their drug habit." 
Miller said addicts will drive from 
Yakima and commit crimes in Ellens-
burg because of the smaller pol ice 
force. The courts can jail convicts for up 
to a year, depending on the offense. 
"[Meth] so powerful that it just 
bleeds their bank account dry," Miller 
said. "Most people using that powerful 
of a stimulant can't keep a job. How are 
they going to keep food on the table?" 
Miller said, according to federal sta-
tistics, that Washington state ranks sec-
ond in the nation for theft and felonies. 
Things are being stolen to support meth 
habits such as guard rails on streets, 
wire off telephones and light bulbs. 
''It's such an 
addicting drug. ' 
When it gets a hold 
of a person, it 
doesn't let go'~ 
BERT MA.Rx, LIEUTENANT OF 
THE ELLENSBURG 
CORRECTIONS FACILITY 
Meth hasn't always been 
the drug of choice, often referred to 
as the "poor man's" drug according 
to Miller. 
Back in the 1980s, cocaine 
became extremely popular because it 
was transported through pipelines 
throughout Seattle, Tacoma, Ellens-
burg an·d Yakima. Addicts soon dis-
covered that although cocaine gave 
an instant gratification, crystal meth 
had more advantages. 
Methamphetamines are not being 
produced locally because of legislative· 
changes that have limited precursors. 
Miller said the downfall is for "you 
and I to buy cold medicine at Fred Mey-
er and all of a sudden we're being 
looked at like, 'What are they doing? 
What are they buying this for?"' 
Meth isn't produced in a lab or 
controlled setting and everybody's 
recipe is different. Once a particular 
chemical is banned, or restricted for 
sale, users wi 11 try to find a way to 
clone the chemical. Each clone is 
completely different from the next, but 
the1 all give the same addictive high. 
Marx said that on average, Ellens-
burg jail houses 100 inmates daily 
and approximately 60 to 70 percent 
are either meth or cocaine related. 
Marx also said that approximately 85 
percent of drug abusers in jail are 
repeat offenders. 
Ellensburg has been receiving local 
Binge cycle o 
Normal 
help from the State Police Department, 
the Sheriff's Office and Central Wash-
ington University Campus Police to 
help prevent meth-related crimes. Kitti-
tas County even has a Meth Action 
Team, a community-based organiza-
tion, that attempts to find ways to pre-
vent and help meth addiction. 
"[The Meth Action Team] has been 
looking at how meth addicts affect chil-
dren," said Lynne Harrison, coordinator 
for the Campus Community Coalition. 
"Often, child protective services take 
action [in meth affected families]." 
The Ellensburg Chamber of 
Commerce has proposed a new tax 
law that residents will vote on to help 
increase police staff, called Proposi-
tion 2, which will be found on the 
November ballots. 
If approved, Kittitas sales tax will rise 
from 7.7 percent to eight percent. 
Miller is hoping for the city to 
approve the proposition so that the 
police force won't be so short-handed 
with crime and other related incidents. 
"What we're trying to do now is to 
shift our resources from what they've 
been in the past to target dope dealers 
in our community/ Miller said. "[We 
want to] shift resources to attack drug 
related crime head on. The downside 
right now is our two night time crews 
only have three guys on call because 
we still have to give guys vacation." 
Several of residents don't feel as 
though they've been affected by property 
crimes meth addicts can commit. 
Right now Miller has no idea if the 
proposition will pass but hopes resi-
dents realize what an impact this issue 
would have in Ellensburg. 
~ 
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The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not 
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body, 
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be 
considered as official views of Central Washington University. 
Observance Total abortions performed worldwide 
Leualitv ot abortions doesn't anect stats 
l'ma guaranteed by the Constitution. leagues from the World Health renew their commitment to 
proud pro- This decision has a profound Organization, examined abortion women's health by addressing 
choicer. I affect on American women's' trends from 1995 to 2003. these crucial issues." 
know abor- childbearing decisions·and life in The study showed approxi- Earlier this year, the Supreme 
tion is a general. mately 70,000 women world- Court upheld the constitutional i-
subject, Before Roe v. Wade it's esti- wide die every year from unsafe ty of the federal "Partial-Birth 
Americans mated that between 5,000 and abortions and an additional 5 Abortion Act of 2003." This type 
feel very 10,000 women died yearly million women suffer permanent of abortion is the most common 
strongly 
Kathryn 
because of i !legal abortions, or temporary injury. method performed during the 
about. according to an article by Unsafe abortions are defined second trimester. Many people 
More Lake William Cates, Jr., "Illegal Abar- as those performed by people feel this is the beginning of the 
than three Editor in tions in the United States." lacking the necessary skills or in end for Roe v. Wade and that 
decades Chief I am concerned about the an environment that does not concerns me. 
ago, the possible overturning of Roe v. conform to minimum medical I deserve the right to make 
landmark Wade. I am worried that women standards. the decision of whether or not to 
decision of Roe v. Wade made in our country will revert to back " ... We know that the crucial have an abortion, regardless of 
abortion legal in the United alley abortions that were com- first step in making abortion safer what I choose. I believe certain 
States. More than 30 years later, mon prior to Roe v. Wade. is to legalize the procedure, choices in a woman's life are 
the debate over abortion shows Women are just as likely to ensuring that it is performed by very personal and life-altering. 
no sign of subsiding. Even in the get an abortion in countries skilled providers under the best A woman knows the specific 
newsroom as I write this Obser- where it is outlawed, as they are possible conditions," said Dr. information about her body 
vance my staff has voiced differ- in countries where it is legal, Sharon Camp, president and enough to decide if an abortion 
ing opinions. according to a study released last CEO of the Guttmacher Institute is the right choice. I don't believe 
Roe v. Wade found that week. The study, done by Gilda in a press release regarding the it is right for a politi~ian to draft a 
deciding whether or not to have Sedgh of the Guttmacher lnsti- recent study. "It's high time for "one-size fits all" law for what I 
a child is a fundamental right tute in the United States and col- policymakers worldwide to can and cannot do with my body. 
19.2M 
Developing nations 
!ii Safe 
•Unsafe 
21.9 M 
Developed nations 
6.1 M 
*Includes Australia, 
Canada, Europe, 
Japan, New Zealand 
and the United States. 
Qon't pull a cellphone in the dark at an onicer 
At 3 a.m., the 
streets of Seattle 
are dimly lit with 
street lamps and 
cars driving past 
illuminating the 
streets with a 
gleam of head-
1 ights and glow-
ing red tail-
lights. 
The vehicles 
are reflected in 
the darkened 
Chelsea 
Krotzer 
News editor 
store windows as they drive past, 
splashing through puddles left over 
after a strong Northwest rain. 
This darkened place is where Seat-
tie police officer Peter Leutz came 
across two young teenagers at the age 
of 13 and 14 years .old. Undoubtedly 
questioning why two boys roaming 
the streets near 26th Ave. South and 
South Washington St. 
According to both the Seattle 
Times and the Seattle Post-Intelli-
gencer, the officer had ordered both 
teenagers to put their hands into the 
air with'his gun drawn. The 13-year-
old boy threw his coat to the ground, 
lifted his T-shirt and drew a black 
object into the air. 
Within a matter of seconds, two 
shots rang out through the neighbor-
hood as the 13-year-old boy fell to the 
ground with two gunshot wounds to 
the legs. 
The black object was a cell phone. 
The moment the bullet left the gun, 
Leutz's perfect record went out in a 
trail of blood left behind by his first 
involvement in a shooting. 
The 13-year-old survived the 
shooting and was released fror:n Har-
borview Medical Center last Monday. 
The moment has passed, but the 
opinions regarding the incident are far 
from over. Angry parents have voiced 
their concerns, including questioning 
why the boys were stopped in the first 
place, according to the Seattle P.I. 
The "teenagers," the one shot 
probably still in middle school, should 
not have been strolling the streets of 
Seattle at 3 a.m., no matter what the 
circumstance. Especially if the teens 
claim they were tagging graffiti. 
If the police officer had not been 
wondering why these teens were out 
on the street, then someone would 
have a valid reason to question. It is in 
their job description to protect and 
serve; serving for these teens best 
interests fits into that job description. 
At the same time, shooting some-
one is not a form of protection. That is 
a given, which sparked the upset 
among families of the boys, as well as 
readers of the Times, P.I. and other 
publications that printed the story. 
From the viewpoint of Leutz, who 
had to chase the teens with his vehi-
de, the situation quickly escalated 
from a routine inquiry of the teen's 
business in town to a failure to coop-
erate. Once Leutz caught up with the 
boys, he shined a spotlight on them 
and ordered them to put their hands 
up, according to the P.I. 
The 13-year-old should have 
known not to play games with a 
police officer with their gun drawn. 
Others would say the cop should not 
have been as trigger-happy. 
Either way, the moment was 
between the three involved, therefore 
it is difficult to point out who was at 
fault. When these situations pan out, 
people in general are too quick to 
point the finger at who's to blame. 
Pell grants of importan<:e ensure that 
dents must 
· s affordable and accessibl~"' §$4'"' · 
e to turn out in large numbers 
e that education is our rightand 
local business owners and home owners C-0 police <lep We all need to work together to 
nse to last,.week le 
gr lenqers ipcr 
doubt that the Col 
''~eduction and Access !\ct is a 'lJl~jor 
victory for' students struggli~g to 
afford higher education. However, 
this bill is only a patch on a very 
:leaky ship, The funding for tll.ese 
jficreases in financial aid will only 
last.five years and then dry ull; leav-
11 Grants and 
ameor worse 
Many other financial aid pro-
grams that allow students to attend 
CQ}foge have been level-funded or 
threatened by the chopping block 
every year by the Bush administra-
These progranis are just as 
if not more as tbe Pell Grant 
such as the Supplemental Education-
al Opportunity· Grant ,($JfQQ)'J1,nµ , 
Leveraging Educational Assistance 
Partnerships (LEAP) which provide 
federal matching !Unds to state con-
tribu.tions. 
Students must realize that 
in~reases in funding did not come 
from the goc;>d will of our eieGted 
rep'resentatives, but through the 
increases in student voter turnout 
over the last two election cycles, To 
Vice Pr r Politt'cal Affairs 
Associated.Students ef Central 
Washin~on·Oniversi'fy; 
B()ard ef Dh;edors 
Law Enforcers Crack 
,;gtltjf!.on Public fntoxieatiofi1 
Students, didy-0u know that consuming alcohQl 
while being puljlj.cly intoxicated could now qqst you 
more than five hundred.dollars? 
An obscure law is getting rejuvenated here in 
Ellensburg. R@Y 66.44.200 has been around since 
1933tbut was r~~\ised in 19QJ~. It states;' ... NQ per-
son who is appat~htly under tbe influence of liquor 
may purchase or consume liquor on any premises 
licensed by the J;>~ard." Starting this ~all, }Ullefl$;.. 
Jmrg.}?olice officers are stepping up ano heighten.;'..• 
ing enforcement of this law. Before, officers 
focused only on the licensed establishments who 
had.over-served cqstomers, and slapped them with 
fines. Bnt now responsibility is also falling to the 
customer< Persons who are. consuming alcohol, 
while intoxicated,.pn a licensed premise, 5µch as a 
bar; restaurant, ottavern, wHl receive a five hun-
dred dollar fine or more. Add in the cqurt costs, 
and your bill could ~ar past the one thousand dol• 
lar mark. The sudden crackdown is spurred by 
ing of disorderly conduct Frequent complaints of 
public urina · µp.tiye fight$ in the .str 
vandalism ty have< 
behind this w tolerance. 
Police Chief Dale Miller said, "Ignorance of a 
law is not a de,fense." So I encourage everyonf:l, 
especially those who spend their f<'riday and Satur-
day nights in bars to take the time to educate them-
selves and fi t where the line ir- tQe sand 
The custo t the only one on the 
Whil~ law en ent visit with bar owner,s q,n.a 
regular basis to ke¢p them up to speed on laws 
as this one, o ely more heavily on the r 
control board to educate licensed establishments. 
This is due to the stricter. 
I would also like to warn the underage drinkers 
out there; Ellensburg police officers are targeting 
underage dri r the entire month of October. 
Our society lved and no lo 
underage drin cl because of t 
tnent .is ... expect ave zero t<>lerancefor alcohol 
violations. 
How can Central take part in helping th~ offi-
eers out and making om· town safor for students? 
Suggestions include lengthening how late the Cen-
tral Transit runs. Currently the transit nrns untit 
mjdnight. Ellensbµrg police officers feel that 
extending the transit running time to past 2 a.m., 
which is har closing time, will help ·with thf! conges~ 
tion downtown, as,well as the vandalism. This is a 
problem for everyone, not just for downtown, or the 
keep ourselves, our friends~ and our neighbors 
ffiti brings character 
As a resident of downtown EIJen&burg, I 
feel that the, "Ana!1'chists to>Blame f{jr 
zy 11 was str y biased 
ners, I'm s 
artw,<irk d 
1 adds color a 
so, it is unfair to p1ace all of 
aftiti on anarchists, when a 
is clearly gang-related tag-
al anarchists and gangs 
egal, but r enc<:mr.age you 
the Anarchis 
the article, ana out 
ally about, instead of just 
demoniiing it Tlje anarchist graffiti around 
town is not sen$eless vandalism; it is a pur-
po$eful form of free expression intended to 
make people question their surroundings and 
the society they fore in, 
Laura Langer 
Junior Anthropo/0151,Major 
My mama wouldn't 
approve of watching 
it done doggie-style 
Sexually explicit videos, centerfolds of naked bodies 
depicting society's idea of perfection, and junk mail adver-
tising how you can relieve sexual tension are just a few rep-
resentations of a multi-billion dollar industry that floods the 
minds of millions. 
Pornography comes in many different forms, boxes and 
colors, yet it still amazes me how many people are caught 
up in the concept of porn. Millions of people view porn as a 
harmless way of relieving stress and sexual impulses, 
expressing desire, or simply passing the time while on the 
toilet. 
Personally, I have never understood the appeal. 
Call me old-fashioned, but I don't enjoy seeing the 
Melanie 
Lockhart 
Sports editor 
naked bodies of strangers. The idea of watching other people i_n the act 
makes me more uncomfortable than turned on. Add cheap lighting, 
mediocre acting and the possibility of various objects or food products, and 
I'm more inclined to roll my eyes in disgust than watch in entertainment. 
I don't know exactly how porn became a $57 billion-a-year industry 
worldwide, or at what point it surpassed the.revenues of professional foot-
ball, basketball and baseball combined. What I do know is that about the time 
porn shops outnumbered the amount of McDonald's franchises worldwide, it 
got out of hand. 
The lnterr)et hasn't helped matters. Everyday I'm confronted with junk mail 
advertising porn sites and sex products without even clicking on an annoying 
pop-up ad with nearly naked college girls. Sexual images, though somewhat 
censored, are already everywhere on television and billboards, in movies 
and magazines. Now these images are plastered over Web sites with few 
limitations on how explicit they can be. 
A survey conducted in 2003 showed that 90 percent of children 
ages eight to16 have viewed pornography on line, most while doing 
homework. lt'g insane how easy it is for someone to access porn, 
and having advertisers throw it in the faces of people who don't 
want (or aren't old enough) to view it only worsens the situation. 
With the easy accessibility of porn, adults are able to view it 
at work. Nearly 20 percent of men and 13 percent of women 
admit accessing pornography at work. Sure, those people have 
a choice. For the 20 to 40 million Americans suffering from 
what is most commonly referred to as pornography addiction, 
porn at work can fuel the fire-and get them fired. 
However, the dangers of porn go far beyond the work place. 
A 2002 survey-taken at a meeting of the American Acad-
emy of Matrimonial Lawyers-revealed that two-
thirds of the divorce lawyers in attendance 
said an excessive interest in pornography 
played a role in more than half of the 
divorce cases they encountered that year. 
The same lawyers stated that pornogra-
phy was nearly non-existent as a cause 
of divorce in the mid-90's. 
Tonight, adult film star Ron Jeremy will 
debate with recovering porn addict Michael Leahy, who 
can testify about how pornography destroys relationships. Leahy 
claims that porn cost him his 15-year marriage. 
Many relationships are ruined from the high expectations that 
come from watching porn. People create fantasies of what sex should 
be from films and images. When those expectations aren't met in 
bed, it often leads to affairs or disappointment in their partner. 
Additionally, sexually violent films can encourage equally vio-
lent behavior. Eighty-six percent of convicted rapists admit to avidly 
consuming porn, while 57 percent admit using porn as a guide by 
imitating enjoyable scenes for their sex offenses. 
I imagine that porn intrigues some because it can be experi-
enced in privacy. It's sexually stimulating and nobody has to 
know. But I have met more people who are ashamed of their 
interest in porn instead of willingly shouting it to the world. If 
it's so shameful, why do it? I doubt Mom and Dad would 
approve. If they don't, I'm willing to bet you won't like 
when your kids are exposed at a young age. Our 
children will face even more lenient cen-
sorship than we do. 
Until we all recognize that porn is 
damaging and extremely addictive-
and take action against it-it will 
only get worse. 
Illustration by 
Stein Hansen/Observer 
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Paid to do it or free 
to watch, everyone 
is getting screwed 
Maggie 
Schmidt 
Photo editor 
Pornography is not a bad thing; it's simply watching people 
having sex. It can be gross, disturbing, orgasmically enthusias-
tic or it can be totally boring to watch. But it isn't a bad thing. 
There I said it, and I didn't get struck by lighting for saying 
so. 
Some of the most famous figures talked about in the Bible 
hung out with prostitutes and turned water into wine. Jesus 
knew how to throw some great parties. 
It's entertainment people. Yes, it is stereotypically a male 
form of entertainment next to such events as sports, but that's 
all it is: entertainment. 
Growing up, I constantly heard statements of how pornog-
raphy degrades women, how it's ruining society or how chil-
dren are being harmed. I don't think it degrades women. Those who choose to per-
form are embarrassing themselves on their own behalf. It is their choice in freedom 
of expression and their choice of what they do with their own bodies. 
Pornography is simply ·consenting adults having sex while being photographed 
or videotaped and getting paid for it. I don't know who are the bigger idiots those 
getting paid to be on tape doing it doggie-style or those paying to watch someone 
doing it more ways than you can count. Either way, someone is getting screwed. 
Being a journalist, I am all for the First Amendment and do not agree with 
banning such materials, because those who want to produce it and perform in it 
have the ·right to. 
One suggestion to regulate porn was to make an official porn star reg-
istry. An article earlier this month by FOX news reporter Lis Wiehl stated, 
"The new rules, under the Adam Walsh Child Safety and Protection 
Act, would force every adult film star to cough up their professional 
names, maiden names, aliases, nicknames, age and picture for 
inspection by department's Child Exploitation and Obscenity 
Section." 
I guess I can understand the idea behind this suggestion. Our 
government already has every licensed driver's information on 
file. You know how well filing every person's name to prevent, 
underage drinking. And how well this system has done prevent-
ing it. 
I don't think child pornography is right, it is something that 
needs to stop. How? I don't have a clue. But you can't stop child 
pornography by stopping all porn. That's like trying to stop 
underage drinking by closing down all establishments that 
serve liquor and the U.S. already tried that; it was called Prohi-
bition. Historically that didn't work, the black market still sold 
alcohol; just like how the Internet still has occurrences of illegal 
child porn sites. 
I think the best way to regulate illegal pornography is by edu-
cation. Parents, guardians or teachers should teach about the 
sites. Educate people about the differences between child 
pornography and an union made porn movie. If parents are so 
worried about babysitting their kids on the Web, they should 
get more protected search engines. Libraries and schools do it. 
The unfortunate argument for that is the so called Internet nannies pre-
vent certain subjects from getting blocked that aren't so bad, such as 
sports sites or medical research. I love it. The masses want to com-
pletely ban pornography of all sorts, but God forbid if they can't look 
up the sports illustrated swimsuit issue with a filtered search engine. 
If you are a student here at Central Washington University and use 
the Group Wise email, then you know that whenever you get a penis 
enlarger advertisement in your inbox it puts spam right next to 
subject head. Wow! What a great system. Now you know 
that the penis enlarger advertisement is spam and not a 
regular email. Maybe in 10 years this filtered email sys-
tem will actually stop penis enlargement advertisements 
from appearing in the inbox. 
I love this country because of our freedoms, 
those freedoms to think what we want to, say 
what we want to, believe what we want to 
and yes watch what we want to. That 
includes pornography. If you don't like it, 
then don't rent it or buy it, but don't force 
your moralities onto everyone else. Think 
of it this way: what if someone decided 
to take away your right to watch The Hills 
or Nipffuck or even Looney 
Tunes, just because they 
didn't like it or 
thought it was 
harmful. I think 
people would be 
pissed off, 
too. 
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WHIP OUT HA~D--D~IVINc; 
A~c;UMENTS IN AMPLE PO~N DEBATE 
by Amy Sitzler 
Staff reporter 
Nearly everybody has viewed pornogra-
phy. Intentionally or not, it's there and is not 
often addressed or taken seriously for the more 
than 40 million men and women who are sex-
ual addicts throughout America. 
· "Pornography is prevalent and pertinent to 
our campus at [Central Washington Universi-
ty] and our society," said Mal Stewman, 
Program Supervisor for the Center for Student 
Empowerment. "It is a relevant issue." 
The Center for Student Empowerment 
has spent $12,000 in making the 
arrangements to bring Ron Jeremy 
and Michael Leahy to Central at 7 
p.m. in the Student Union Recre-
ation s·uilding ballroom. 
The Center for Student 
Empowerment has been plan-
ning this event since spring 
quarter based on a desire 
to bring discussion and debate 
about an issue that they feel 
is discussed rarely in society. 
On Oct. 18th, Jeremy and 
Leahy wi II explore each side 
of pornography, and 
whether students agree 
with the issue or not, it's 
controversial dynamic is 
sure to leave them walk-
ing out of the room 
with a newly gained 
knowledge and facts 
for further rendering 
their viewpoints. 
Jeremy has 
been in the adult 
film business for 
2 7 years and wi 11 address his side in support 
for pornography, which has been backed by 
his performance in more than 1900 adult films 
and his appearance in at least 14 music 
videos. He has also performed cameo roles in 
several feature length films. 
Opposing the issue of pornography from 
the stance of a former porn and sex addict, 
Michael Leahy will discuss his own personal 
issues of pornography and how his past sexual 
obsession of several years cost him his mar-
riage of 15 years, his two boys, a career and 
business partner, his reputation in the commu-
nity, and most of his close relationships. 
Leahy decided to end his 30-year 
sexual addiction to porn a year 
before his divorce and rid himself 
of all connections to pornography, 
including his television and computer. 
He stopped completely in 1999, a year 
after his divorce. 
"Sex is still very taboo in our society," 
Leahy said. 
Even though sex is in our chat room 
conversations and dialogue, Leahy feels 
that it is very personal and people don't 
like to discuss the issue in public. 
Leahy clarified that he is not 
coming to oppose the First 
Amendment of free expres-
sion, but rather to empha-
size that pornography 
can seriously harm 
relationships. 
"I am coming to 
talk ab,out pornogra-
phy's effects on 
healthy, 1nt1mate 
relationships and 
how it causes 
people to 
lose their desire for sexual 
pleasure," Leahy said. "I 
started [watchihg] pornogra-
phy bec-ause I believed that 
masturbation and pornography 
led to orgasm, but then I woke 
up from the realities of porn." 
As a recovering addict of 
pornography, Leahy now seeks to raise 
the public's awareness of the larger 
issue of "Sexual Compulsivity Syn-
drome." He said that pornography 
was a stress-reliever, and even a mind-
altering drug. 
Leahy is the founder and Executive 
Director of a non-profit organization, Brave-
Hearts, where he explores the hidden 
dangers and long-term consequences 
of pornography addiction. He will 
be approaching the pornography 
debate from an economical and 
biological viewpoint. 
Stewman is hoping for a turnout 
of 800 to 1,000 students and encour-
ages people to bring a critical, open 
mind to the event and express their 
views on the issue. He wants students 
to listen to both sides, challenge the 
debaters' stances, and be able to listen to 
and respect the opposite side. 
"We want to emphasize that we welcome 
and appreciate all responses and opinions," 
said Kim Rewinkel from the Center for Stu-
dent Empowerment. "Pornography is a sensi-
tive, complex, and controversial topic. It 
is difficult to present all aspects and 
we want all voices and opinions to 
be heard." 
SEE PORNOGRAPHY PAGE 11 
Illustration by Maggie Schmidt 
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Gamers descend on Evil Dewer lAN partv 
by Joshua Rumley 
Staff reporter 
The expansive ballroom was thrown 
into darkness, except for the dim blue 
glow of computer monitors and the 
frantic spinning of colors on large 
screens. Transfixed in front of each 
illuminated screen, eager young men 
and women sat, waiting for their 
chance to be thrown into electronic 
white-knuckled battles. 
This scene was only the beginning 
of what would be known as the Evil 
Dewer LAN party which occurred this 
past weekend in the Student Union and 
Recreation Center ballroom. 
A LAN (local area network) party is 
a coming together of gamers who use 
their gaming sys-
tems and com-
all came together for what the Evil 
Dewer Web site called an "epic event." 
With the combined effort of the four 
clubs, they were able to provide atten-
dees seven projection screens for 
"Halo 3" multiplayer battles, 11Guitar 
Hero" showdowns, "Counter Strike" 
shoot outs and the Anime club's 
favorite films. 
The Gamer's Club set up tables for 
those who didn't want to partake in 
video game playing so they could play 
more classic strategy card games. 
The event was organized to give 
Central gamers a chance to come 
together, socialize and compete against 
one another for a variety of prizes. 
Prizes included T-shirts, network 
cards, cases of Mountain Dew and a 
Danger Den Cool-
ing kit for comput-
er systems. puters to engage 
in massive multi-
player online 
games. 
'' 
All four of 
Central's geeky 
clubs were 
. l d '' 1nvo ve . 
This was the 
first official LAN 
party for the 
organizers, with 
more planned on 
a monthly basis. 
"We're 
pulling out all 
stops for this," 
Shawn Dowlign, 
senior informa-
SHAWN DOWLIGN, 
SENIOR INFORMATION 
A special prize 
was to be given 
away to the win-
ner of the Danger 
Den: Keeping it 
Cool eating con-
test. The prize 
required contest-
ants to eat as 
many fudge popsi-
cles as they could 
in two minutes. 
Sean Guffey/Observer 
The Evil Dewer LAN party in the ballroom featured approximately three hundred liters of Mountain Dew. 
TECHNOLOGY MAJOR "It was not 
only my child-
hood dream but tion technology 
major, said . "All four of Central's geeky 
clubs were involved." 
The Information Technology Club, 
Anime Club, GEEC (Gamers Enjoying 
Each other's Company), and the Central 
Washington University Gamer's Club 
I'm sure everyone else's, I love fudge 
popsicles," Tiffany Lawrence, senior 
vocal performance major, said. 
Walking into the event, attendees 
were greeted with towers of different 
flavored Mountain Dew, a first-time 
sponsor of the event, from which 
derived the name Evil Dewer. 
Mountain Dew was featured heavily 
during the event, with a total of 800 
cans, 285 liters, 33,600 grams of sugar 
and an untold amount of caffeine. 
"While Mountain Dew has 
high amounts of caffeine, I still only 
believe in the almighty Slurpee," 
Josh Hogg, senior mathematics educa-
CWU HOMECOMING 2007 PRESENTS 
I 
Comedian and star of MY BOYS, PALE FORCE & SUPER TROOPERS 
with special guest Rich Brooks 
oom 
TICKETS GOING FAST! 
GET YOURS TOD~ l THE 
STUDENT UNION BOX OFFICE 
OR CALL 509-963-1301 
$20 CWU students with ID, $33 general 
$43 reserved seating 
For disability accommo 
509-963-1691 or (for he 
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. TDD 509-963-2143. 
tion major, said. 
When the event started at 9 a.m. 1 30 
people had preregistered and paid their 
$15 entry fee. 
Organizers of the event estimated 
that by the end of the event, approxi-
mately 100 people were expected to 
be involved at one point or another 
during the day. 
With paid entry, attendants received 
entry to all gaming tournaments, 
two cans of Mountain Dew, and a 
gaming bag. 
Currently there are no scheduled 
dates for the next LAN party, but the 
EvilDewer Web site, evildewer.com, 
is updated on a regular basis for 
future events. 
Links to all clubs involved and their 
sponsors are listed as well. 
Octoh~r 21, 2007 
7 p.m., Student lTniun The 
S'l :.i.ugle admission, Sl2 bargain 
*(:001~/(H:fi.-e t1dmk'.~io11s to t.lll) ji/11 
m tlw I 'all 20071lf int ·1 2008 series 
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Central caters to iazz tans in. October 
by Kayla Schroader 
Staff reporter 
ence me 
performer 
Kropinski 
night of We 
"A good m 1s someone 
who is everything learned in 
the p as a means to initiate 
confi exibility, strength and 
technique," Friesen said. "They can take 
an eye of themselves and I isten and 
respond creatively in order to serve [the 
audience's] needs." 
Friesen and Kropinski joined musi-
cal forces in Munich, Germany in 1987. 
They began an annual jazz tour across 
both North America and Europe. 
With experience expanding approx-
imately 60 years for Friesen and 40 
years for Kropinski, their combined 
musical talent includes instruments 
such as the piano, the wooden flute 
and vocals. 
"I like to improvise and create 
music in the moment," Kropinski said. 
"Not playing 100 percent fixed pieces." 
New talent is constantly visiting 
entral as Chris Bruya, Central's direc-
or of jazz studies, has been making a 
incere effort to bring a refreshing 
ound to both the university and 
he city of Ellensburg at least once 
very quarter. 
"I take the path of considering what 
our students need to learn and experi-
ence and try to find artists that can com-
municate both musically and verbally," 
Bruya said. "In many instances, they 
also need to be able to do a clinic in 
the local schools." 
Bruya often brings in groups that 
focus on new music in hopes of 
inspiring his jazz students to write 
their own material. 
Also, the International Association 
of Jazz Educators' Central chapter is 
currently working on bringing in a well-
known Ne ork musician during 
spring quarter. 
jazz," Kyle Eaton, 
d, said. "It's really 
and you can do 
nt with it. You 
nsidering a minor in 
had nothing. but positive 
s in response to the Friesen 
Kareen Black/Observer 
David Friesen focuses intently on his bass with guitarist Uwe Kropinski. 
and Kropinski concert. 
Central's jazz studies has 
more in store for students an 
burg locals, including a conce 
Tom Baker Quartet on Friday, 
as well as next summer's annual 
the Valley festival. 
Also coming to Central during 
ming week are the Kairos String 
et on Oct. 24 and the Pacific 
For more information, contact the 
sic department at 963-1216. 
Film Festival brings issues to light 
by 
Brooke 
Mortensen 
Staff reporter 
Women are hastily working away in 
huge factories where they spend day 
after day trying to make ends meet. A 
journalist puts himself on the line to get 
the real stories of the Israeli conflict. 
Opposite sides clash and converse over 
the endless debate between evolution 
and intelligent design. 
Three reflective films, three days to 
see them, one campus. 
"These films are not your typical 
Hollywood films," said Diversity Edu-
Center Program Coordinator 
not have access to, 
sen, visual anthropol 
co-organizer of the ev 
ent Design Cir-
er Fire" are the 
the Margaret 
ideo Festival 
Originally starting i 
festival began in 1977 w1 
of films dealing with v 
issues. The festival later became a trav-
eling group of videos named after 
anthropologist Margaret Mead. 
Margaret Mead was the first anthro-
Ho 
can u 
pologist to use motion film for docu-
menting culture. Mead's specific pur-
pose in her documentations is to inform 
people about the different practices 
from culture to culture. 
In "China Blue," Micha X. Peled 
takes cameras behind the scenes 
to show the rest of the world what 
the female factory workers in China 
go through every day and how they 
are treated by those ranked higher 
in the social ladder. 
"There is no editing in these films; 
cameras are smuggled into the factories 
in order to get people to say what they 
would not normally say to the rest of 
the world," Popovic said. 
"Flock of the Dodos," by Randy 
Olson, is another film that gets people 
talking. Unlike "China Blue", those that 
do speak their minds about evolution 
in this film are well aware that 
everyone else is watching. 
The point in "Flock of the Dodos" is 
to explore how people on each side 
of the issue communicate their points 
of view without focusing on the 
pical debate 
nd 
for every image taken on the battlefield. 
"We chose the fil_ms based on the 
most engaging issues and those that are 
shown in the most thought-provoking 
way so that we could generate conver-
sation around campus," Pedersen said. 
This is the third year for the Mar-
garet Mead Film and Video Festival at 
Central, but this year will be the first 
year that the festival will be broadcast-
ed by the Distance Education to 
University Centers such as Des Moines, 
Wenatchee, Yakima and possibly 
Moses Lake. 
The past two years have shown great 
success bringing in 150 to 250 students 
for the showings. Broadcasting the 
festival will hopefully make it an even 
bigger success this year. 
"From an education stand point, it is 
really important for students to go 
because the films talk about issues that 
will not be talked about in class, but 
still have to do with things in the news 
today such as worker's rights," said 
Dominique Meeks, junior double 
major in law and justice and sociology 
and helper of the festival. 
After each feature film, there will 
be a discussion led by a . professor 
with a valuable perspective on the 
subject at hand. 
Students are welcome to attend the 
discussion to give their points of view 
and learn more about the films. 
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bUrg, blame 
the artists. 
And don't 
blame those 
who want to 
utiltzetheir 
freedom of 
speech i:fi a 
new avenue, 
liteta..lly. 
The issue 
of graffiti is 
cri.m~1a~~ 
the prop~rty 
ness of thatb 
But what 
fiti is domtin 
ple ,~arel 
culprit 
,1 .9ec&;me J 11 welf~? 
ativg expr~?s 
I think th now my stance 
on graffiti ip f IJ.sburg. is prE}tty 
dear - if it's done out of sightf in a 
tasteful manner/\then ifs not wOrtf\ 
bickering over. . 
Eiraffiti·ean·fl~·and Is ani·artform ····. 
when done welt.and Ellensburg 
should be thank!Og theirlucky stats 
that they don't receive some of the 
obscene and offenSive graffiti that 
the big cities get. 
For example/Ellensburg features 
graffiti on the bas;kside of the Safe-
way, across from the Ellensburg 
Chamber of Comr:nen;e. The graffiti 
states, "Don't ~elieve the hype." no-win war. 
PORNOGRAPHY: The "Clown 
Prince of Porn'' defends his industry 
continued from page 8 
Stewman and Rewinkel want stu-
dents to grasp the idea that pornogra-
phy is not always black and white. It is 
a complicated and substantial issue. 
Students are encouraged to attend 
the event and walk away with new 
ideas and perceptions. 
"It's easy for a student to say 'I like 
porn,' or 'I'm against porn,"' Rewinkel 
said. "We don't want to tell students 
something we want them to think, 
but instead want to get students to 
think about the issue and make a 
decision about it." 
Professors and students across 
campus have stressed their opinions on 
this event as well. 
Cynthia Coe, a professor in the 
Women's Studies faculty, said that with 
pornography being so widely con-
sumed in today's society, a more criti-
cal look at the long-term impacts of the 
industry are needed. 
"I hope that this program engenders 
some serious discussion about the issue 
of pornography on campus, and cer-
tainly bringing a former porn actor and 
recovering porn addict is an effective 
way to get people's attention," Coe 
said. "We need to ... consider how 
pornography both reflects and perpetu-
ates larger cultural myths about gender, 
sexuality and power - part of a narrative 
that makes sexual violence and the 
exploitation of women seem normal." 
Porn statistics 
70% of Internet porn traffic 
occurs during the workday~ 
U.S. revenue from Internet 
pornography in 2006 topped 
$2.84 billion. 
12 % of all websites (4.2 
million) are pornographic. 
89% of the Internet's porno-
graphic Web sites are made 
mthe U.S. 
42.7% of Internet users view 
pornography. 
The average age of first 
Internet exposure to pornog-
raphy is 11 years old. 
Hollywood produces 400 
feature films a year. The porn 
industry produces 11,000. 
10% of adults admit to 
Internet sexual addiction. 
Statistics courtesy of 
Kim Rewinkel. 
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PORTS Golf teams ready for 
regional qualifier (Page 14) 
Wildcats prepare for Battle 
· in Seattle (Page 15) 
Soccer suners two road losses 
by Nick Scotti 
Staff reporter 
Just last week it seemed as if the Central Wash-
ington University women's soccer team had things 
going in the right direction. They had won three 
out of four games, one of which was a big upset 
over Western Washington University when senior 
forward Andrea Archer scored the winning goal in 
the second half in Bellingham on·Oct. 6. 
But after two tough road losses, Central is now 
6-8-4 overall and 3-6-0 in Great Northwest Athlet-
ic Conference (GNAC) play. The first loss came last 
Friday, when they dropped a game on the road to 
Montana State University Billings, 2-1. Their most 
recent defeat was at the hands of nationally-
ranked Seattle University last Sunday, 1-0. 
Despite the last two losses, head coach 
Michael Farrand remains optimistic about the 
remainder of the season. 
When asked about what some of the goals for 
the five remaining games of the regular season, 
Farrand said, "consistency." 
"We have been great against some of the 
bigger teams, and had some letdowns against 
some of the smaller teams," Farrand said. "If 
we can bring it together for these last few 
games, we might be able to get back in the 
picture for the Division II tournament." 
Following that win, however, they hit a 
wall, losing four of their next five 
games and scoring only three goals 
over that span. 
The Wildcats bounced back 
in a game against the Yellow-
jackets of Montana State 
Billings, matching their 
previous score production 
before the slump with 
three goals in a home win 
on Sept. 22. 
Sophomore goalkeeper 
Amber Easterbrook earned 
GNAC co-player of the week 
honors with eight saves, shutting out 
the Yellowjackets. 
After that victory, the Wildcats went on to 
win the next two out of three, with the only 
loss coming in a heartbreaker against Western 
Oregon University when they surrendered a late 
goal in the second overtime. 
With the win over Western on Sept. 19, junior 
defender Shawnna Chastain became the second 
GNAC player of the week for the team this year, as 
she helped the Wildcat's defense hold opponents 
to just one goal over a four game span. 
Farrand discussed how pleased he has been 
with the play of some of his veteran players. 
"This senior group has been awesome," 
Farrand said. "They have worked very well 
with the younger players." 
as 
possible future leaders of the squad. 
Freshman defender Amanda Biggs has also 
impressed Farrand and has started every game this 
year for the Wildcats. photos by Maggie Schmidt 
and Steve Franich/Observer 
The Wildcats started the season strong in a four 
game road trip to Hawaii, going 2-1-1, winning 
games against Hawaii Pacific University and 
Chaminade. After returning to the mainland, Cen-
tral won their first home game, 1-0, over San Fran-
cisco State University. 
He praised some of his younger stand out 
players, naming funior midfielder Lynde 
Clark and junior midfielder Hannah Bridges 
Central has five games remaining on their reg-
ular se~son schedule, including big games against 
Western Oregon University, and second-ranked 
Seattle Pacific University. 
The Wildcats return home Thursday, with a 
game against Northwest Nazarene at 3 p.m. at the 
Central soccer field. 
Wildcats pounce on Wolves at Western Oregon 
Brianne Jette/Observer 
Freshman running back Micah Lape (46) gains some yards against South 
Dakot~ on Oct. 6. L~pe carried four times for 36 yards against the Coyotes. 
by Ryan Larsen 
Staff reporter 
The 21st ranked Central Washington 
University football team took the field 
last Saturday afternoon against the 
Western Oregon Wolves at McArthur 
Field in Monmouth, Ore. looking to 
win their fourth straight game. 
The Wildcats started off the game on 
the wrong foot. After Central's defense 
made the Wolves go three-and-out, the 
Wildcat special teams unit fumbled the 
ball on a punt return that Western Ore-
gon was able to recover. 
The Wolves capitalized on the next 
- play with a 45·-yard pass from quarter-
back Mark Thorson to wide receiver 
Chris Malcolm. 
Central didn't take long to respond 
to the quick strike from the Wolves by 
going 70 yards on seven plays, ending 
on a 22-yard pass from junior quarter-
back Mike Reilly to sophomore wide 
receiver Brandon Stout. 
After the Wildcats' defense stopped 
the Wolves on their next possession for 
another three-and-out, the Wildcats 
didn't take much time to unleash their 
high powered offense, led by Reilly. 
They scored on their next possession, 
going 54 yards in ten plays, ending with 
a four-yard touchdown run by senior 
running back Johnny Lopez. 
Like the first quarter, the Wolves 
defense could not stop the Wild-
cats' offense as they scored imme-
diately on two consecutive drives 
in the second quarter. 
On the first drive, Reilly hooked up 
with sophomore wide receiver Johnny 
Spevak for a 29-yard touchdown, the 
first of Spevak's three receiving touch-
downs on the day. 
"The scheme was a little bit different 
than I thought it would be, it was a lot 
more one-on-one coverage and not 
much double coverage," Spevak said. 
"I didn't feel like I had that great of a 
game but I got a couple good opportu-
nities that turned out well." 
The second drive culminated with a 
34-yard touchdown run by Lopez. 
"I could see the defenders were 
overflowing, and I got the cutback on 
the run and also got some good blocks 
downfield by the receivers," Lopez 
said. "Our offense is really clicking 
right now, it's going to be hard to stop 
us. I think we will put up 40 points on 
Western at the Battle [in Seattle]." 
The Wildcats went into the locker 
room at halftime with a 27-7 lead. 
Central continued their scoring fren-
zy in the second half by opening up 
with a eight play, 85-yard scoring drive 
that ended with a 20-yard pass from 
Reilly to Spevak. 
The Wildcats didn't stop the pound-
ing. of the Wolves defense as they 
scored 14 more points in the fourth 
quarter to seal the game. 
The offense wasn't the only story 
of the day, as the Wildcat defense 
had a great day by pressuring the 
quarterback for two sacks and fore-
ing five interceptions. Sophomore 
defensive back Jerome Williams had 
a career day by making his first two 
collegiate interceptions. 
"It was a relief to get my first inter-
ception, it had been a couple games 
and I hadn't really done much," 
Williams said. "The first interception 
was pretty hard, I caught the ball in the 
back of the end zone, where I had to 
drag my feet to stay inbounds, the sec-
ond was much easier because I caught 
it in the middle of field and ran with it." 
After a Western Oregon touchdown 
in the third quarter, the Wildcats didn't 
allow another score, resulting in the 
blowout 49-14 win. 
The top offensive players of the day 
were Lopez, Spevak, and Reilly as all 
three had stand out performances for 
the day. Lopez ended with 23 rushes for 
125 yards and two rushing touch-
downs. Spevak had nine receptions for 
119 yards and three touchdowns and 
Reilly was 20 of 29 for 268 passing 
yards and four touchdowns. 
The Wildcats moved up to 17th in 
the d2football.com · media poll and 
19th in American Football Coaches 
Association (AFCA) poll this week after 
win over Western Oregon. 
"I feel good about being ranked but 
our team is better than the current rank-
ing," Lopez said. 
The Wildcats are now 5-1 overall 
and 3-1 in the North Central Confer-
ence play, which puts them third in 
conference. 
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Seahawks Central: Central runners shift gears 
'Hawks lav another egg by Nichole Bowers Staff reporter 
The Seattle 
Seahawks came 
home to a sellout 
crowd-on Sunday 
night against the 
New Orleans 
Saints looking to 
rebound from a 
disastrous 21-0 
shutout loss in 
. Pittsburgh the 
week before. 
The result was 
Curtis 
Crabtree 
Asst. Sports 
editor 
not what they were hoping for. 
The Seahawks (3-3) running game 
continued to be bottled up as Reggie 
Bush and the Saints {1-4) dominated the 
first hal on both sides of the ball. 
Long snapper Boone Stutz first punt 
snap of the night skipped off the field 
three feet in front of punter Ryan Plac;k-
emeier. The ball got past Plackemeier 
and continued to bounce backwards 
until Saints running back Pierre Thomas 
picked it up in the endzone to put New 
Orleans ahead 7-0. · 
After a Drew Brees touchdown pass 
to tight end Eric Johnson early in the 
second quarter added to the Saints lead, 
the Seahawks had their second special 
teams blunder of the night. A blocking 
breakdown allowed safety Josh Bullocks 
to get through and block a 44-yard field 
goal attempt by kicker Josh Brown. 
The Saints marched down the field 
again and scored on a seven-yard 
touchdown to wide receiver Lance 
Moore to put them up 21-0. 
The Seahawks finally got on the 
board with 2:23 remaining in the sec-
ond quarter on a touchdown pass from 
quarterback Matt Hasselbeck to wide 
receiver Ben Obomanu. 
New Orleans scored on a third 
touchdown pass from Brees, a two-yard 
touchdown to wide receiver Marques 
Colston, giving the Saints a 28-7 lead 
against a tired Seahawks defense. 
A 52-yard field goal by Brown 
trimmed the lead to 28-10 at halftime. 
The Seahawks tried to get back into 
the game in the second half but the lead 
proved to be too much to overcome. 
Although he recorded his longest 
touchdown as a Seahawk, a 22-yard 
catch in the fourth quarter, wide receiv-
er Nate Burleson gave up on too many 
plays too quickly. 
On the Matt Hasselbeck intercep-
tion in the fourth quarter, Burleson was 
supposed to run a deep pattern up the 
left sideline. Burleson eased up on the 
route about 15 yards off the line of 
scrimmage, right as Hasselbeck was 
sending the pass his way. Burleson nev-
er saw the ball as it dropped right into 
the waiting arms of Bullocks. 
Earlier in the game, Burleson was 
supposed to run a deep crossing route 
into the middle of th~ field. However, 
Burleson pulled up on the route shortly 
after he made his break and just stood 
on the field, double-covered, as Has-
selbeck couldn't find an open receiver. 
Running routes to completion and 
trying to get open when the quarterback 
needed help was exactly what former 
Seahawk wide receiver Darrell Jackson 
excelled at and it's something Seattle is 
still looking to replace. 
The Seahawks stay at home for the 
second consecutive week as the St. 
Louis Rams (0-6) come to town. 
The Rams have been playing with-
out starting quarterback Marc Bulger, 
starting running back Stephen Jackson 
and former Pro Bowl left tackle Orlan-
do Pace. Bulger, however, who's recov-
ering from two broken ribs, is adamant 
that he will play this week. 
"This game coming up [against the 
Rams] is very important for a lot of rea-
sons, not the least of which is it's a divi-
sional game," Holmgren said at a week-
ly press conference. 
The Rams haven't been able to score 
points or stop other teams from scoring. 
They are currently ranked last in the 
NFL in points scored, averaging 12 .2 
points per game and ranked 21st in the 
league in points allowed with 26.5 
points per game. 
"We're going to come to work again 
this week and try to fix what we can 
and eJ<ecute better," Hasselbeck said in 
an interview on Seahawks.com. 
This past weekend, the Central Washington Universi-
ty cross country men's and women's teams took a small 
group to the Bigfoot Open in Spokane, Wash. 
According to head coach Kevin Adkisson, both teams 
competed fairly well with a small pack of "Cats." The 
men's 8k course runners included freshmen John Durkee, 
Wes Hargrove, Jeff Knutson, and Corey Cronkhite. For 
the women, junior Tanja Owen and senior Kara Nygard 
competed in the 5k course. 
Central did not score as a team for the men or women 
at the meet due to the minimal number of runners. It 
takes five finishers to score as a team for each group. 
With the Great Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) 
Championship this weekend, the other team members 
were getting some extra rest before conference. 
"Conference is when you run your best race and try 
and peak at the top. All the training and hard work comes 
out at conference." senior Katie Hummel said. 
The top ten runners from both teams will compete at confer- . 
ence on Saturday Oct. 20 in Nampa, Idaho where Central's run-
ners will strive for top finishes and excellent completion times. 
After conference, coach Adkisson wi II select the top 
seven runners, who are then sent to the NCAA Division II 
West Regionals, on Nov. 3. Runners who excel at region-
als will have a shot at the National Championship on Sat-
urday Nov. 17. in Joplin, Mo. 
Kareen Black/Observer 
Sophomore Stephanie Cooke races hard during 
the Apple Ridge Run Invitational on Sept. 22. 
The Seahawks offense needs to get 
going and it all starts with the running 
game. Running back Shaun Alexander 
has only run for 60 yards in his last two 
games combined and hasn't scoreq a 
touchdown sil")ce week two. 
If the Seahawks can run for 
more than 100 yards as a team, 
which they should do against a 
banged up Rams defense, they 
should keep the Rams winless. 
Prediction: St. Louis Rams 1.3 -
Seattle Seahawks 2 7 
OT Howard Green has been signed to 
fill Darby's roster spot. Rookie OT Bran-
don Mebane will start in Darby's place. 
WR DJ Hackett is expected to practice 
this week and may be available for the 
game this weekend. WR Deion Branch 
is out with a sprained ankle. 
Located in 
the Sub-.Rec 
Rm. 135 
Notes: OT Chuck Darby is out for 
the season with a torn patella tendon 
and has been placed on injured reserve. 
Central lAI goes 3-1 
Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Cen\ral's lacrosse team hosted the 2007 Rodeo Town Lacrosse 
Tournament over the weekend at the Community Fields. Even 
though the matches were unofficial, the games gave teams an 
opportunity to compete against other schools before the season 
begins in February. The Wildcats defeated Whitman College 10-9 
in overtime, and beat Linfield College 7-1. Central won the semi-
final match against Western Washington University 7-5, but lost 
10-2 in the finals against Gonzaga University. 
Students Only 
October 18th 
11 :00 am to 1 :30 pm 
For more information call the 
Health Center at 961-1881 
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VOLLEYBALL: 
Wildcats improve to 
7-4 in GNAC play 
continued from cover 
"We are just playing well right now 
and we continue to get better," head 
coach Mario Andaya said. "We have 
gone into games with a good gameplan, 
and continue to do well." 
The Wildcats improved their record 
to 8-12 overall and 7-4 in the Great 
Northwest Athletic Conference 
(GNAC). The weekend sweep moves 
Central into third place in the GNAC 
standings. 
On Monday, Norris was announced 
as the conference player of the week for 
women's volleyball. Norris had 21 kills, 
11 aces and nine blocks in two road 
wins in Alaska. 
Norris has ha:d 20 aces in her last 
four matches to increase her season 
total to 51. She now ranks third in the 
conference in aces and is the leader in 
conference games with 40 in 41 con-
tests. She also ranks fifth in the GNAC 
in blocks, averaging 1.17 per game. 
Tonight, Central will travel to 
Bellingham to take on the Wildcats' 
archrival Western Washington Universi-
ty Vikings. Central hopes to avenge a 3-
1 loss at the hands of the Vikings back 
on Sept. 22 at Nicholson Pavilion. 
Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Freshman outside hitter Kady Try spikes the ball as part of 3-1 victory 
over the University of Alaska Nanooks on Sept. 15 
Weekend tournament tee on 
Golf club travels to Bandon, Oregon for CGA tourney 
by Curtis Crabtree 
Asst. Sports editor 
The Central Washington Univer-
sity Golf Club will be competing in 
a two-man scramble tournament 
this Saturday on the ·Ghost Creek 
Course at the Pumpkin Ridge Golf 
Course in North Plains, Ore. 
The tournament, sponsored by the 
Collegiate Golf Alliance (CGA), is a 
regional qualifier to the National Colle-
giate Golf Championship, held at the 
Badlands Golf Course in Las Vegas, 
Nev. on Nov. 11. 
Three teams of two will be sent to 
represent Central at the regional qualifi-
er at Pumpkin Ridge. 
Golf Club President David Korte-
kaas will be among the participants, 
playing with Travis Scudder. Matt Sulli-
van. and Eric Bjornstad will be the sec-
ond team with Jeff Gebhardt and Eric 
Forslin rounding out the squad. 
Last year, the regional qualifier was 
held at the Prospector Course at Sunca-
dia Golf Resort in Roslyn, Wash. The 
team of Zach Mayer and Zach Worrel I 
won the regional and advanced to the 
National Championship tournament 
representing Central, where they 
placed 20th out of 28 teams. 
Seattle University and 
Eastern Washington are 
also sending golfers to th~ 
regional tournament. 
Despite doing so 
well in the tourna-
ment last year, the 
Golf Club isn't 
only for 
advanced 
golfers. 
"The handi-
caps of the people we are sending to 
the tournament roughly range 
from a four to a twelve," Kor-
tekaas said. "However, we 
have many different skill 
sets that come out to play, 
ranging from beginners to 
advanced players." 
The Golf Club also offers the oppor-
tunity to play a wide range of courses 
that may not be possible for other peo-
ple. 
"I've had the chance to play Pacific 
Dunes and Bandon Dunes in 
Bandon, Oregon," Kortekaas 
said. "Both of those courses 
cost [more than] $200 to 
play on a normal 'day." 
Pacific Dunes was 
recently rated as the num-
ber one pu.blic course in 
America by the editors of 
Golf Magazine, ahead of 
such courses as Pebble 
Beach Golf Links and the 
Kiawah Island Resort 
Course. Bandon Dunes 
was rated at number five 
on the same list. 
Pumpkin Ridge host-
ed the 1996 U.S. Ama-
teur Championship, 
won by Tiger Woods as 
well as the U.S. 
Women's Open in 1999 
and 2003, won by Alison Nicholas 
and Hilary Lunke, respectively. 
IRON HORSE BREWERY 
Friday October 26 
Spm-1 Opm at the Brewer 
$7 at door includes ad ~"""-... 
and 20oz mug of beer . l 
$3 Mug fills once insid 
photos courtesy of Chris Stamm 
Above: Dead ducks after a long day hunting near the water. 
Below: Danner the dog observes a row of ducks on the pond. 
Buck, duck uoose 
Deer and waterfowl seasons fire 
up; hunteing safety is imperative 
by Tim Kukes 
Asst. Scene editor 
As fall descends upon the Kit-
titas Valley, trees don coats of 
orange and so do many hunters 
heading out into the fields and 
forests of Eastern Washington. 
Saturday, Oct. 13 marked the open-
ing day of the general hunting season, 
which includes a variety of game to 
hunt, such as chuckar, quail, pheasant, 
.ducks and geese. Last weekend also 
kicked off the modern firearm (rifle) 
season for deer, following three weeks 
of archery and one week of muzzle-
loader deer hunting. The modern 
firearm deer sea-
· hunting regulations or misinterpret-
ing them, and many don't properly 
identify what they are shooting at. It 
is not uncommon for innexperi-
enced hunters to misidentify the sex 
or species of the animals they are try-
ing to harvest legally. 
"I think there are quite a few deer 
available to be harvested this year in 
Kittitas County," Gerlach said. "The 
winter was kind of long, but mild, and 
we had a nice spring." 
Huckabay has been an avid hunter 
for 60 years and learned sound woods-
manship skills from his father and 
uncles. Last weekend he hunted deer 
with his son on Durr Road, southwest 
of Ellensburg. 
son concludes 
this Sunday, Oct. 
21 at dusk. 
''one of the best 
Despite coming 
home empty-
handed, Huck-
abay projects a 
healthy attitude. 
For outdoor 
enthusiasts eager 
to harvest wild 
game on pub I ic 
things about hunt-
ing is spending "It's a time to 
be connected 
with our earth 
roots and the 
food we use to 
sustain our fami-
lies," Huckabay 
said. 
and private 
lands, experi-
enced hunters 
remind folks to 
make safety a top 
priority. 
every weekend with 
c.. d '' 1nen s. 
CHRIS STAMM, 
Professor 
James Huckabay, 
Posr-BACCAIAUREATE Chris Stamm, 
department of geography and land 
studies, said he follows standard safety 
precautions, which include the follow-
ing: wear blaze orange, don't transport 
loaded firearms in a vehicle, don't cross 
fences with a loaded firearm, and pay 
attention to where the muzzle is point-
ed at all times. It is important to note 
that migratory game birds such as 
doves, ducks and geese do not require 
hunters to wear blaze orange. 
"Common safety precautions in 
Washington requ'ire people to wear 
hunter orange when hunting in units 
open to modern firearms," said Gary 
Gerlach, Washington state Fish and 
Wildlife Officer. "Then you have to 
know your weather conditions and 
generally be prepared to live in the out-
door environment." 
The most common mistakes that 
hunters make are not reading the 
a post-baccalau-
reate business administration major, 
hunted last weekend, although his prey 
was ducks and geese, not deer. Despite 
his youthful exuberance for time spent 
afield, Stamm maintains a clear focus on 
safety at all times. 
"In my group we always have the 
[gun's] safety on unless we're going to 
shoot," Stamm said. 
He said his first time hunting was 
much like this weekend. The weather 
was warm, 65-70 degrees, which 
Stamm says is not good for duck hunt-
ing. Despite warm weather though, 
Stamm managed to get five ducks this 
weekend - seven being the limit. 
As for this year's waterfowl outlook, 
Stamm is optimistic for a impressive 
harvest of ducks and geese. 
"What I know is that the numbers [of 
ducks/geese] are up in Canada, so that's 
good news for us down here," Stamm said. 
NCAA Division II 
N. W .. Regional Poll 
1. Nebraska-Omaha 6-0 
2. GrandValley State 6-0 
3. North Dakota 6-1 
4. CENTRAL WASHINGTON 4-1 
5. Ashland 4-1 
6. South Dakota 4-3 
7. Winona State 6-1 
8. Minnesota St.ate-Mankato 4-3 
9. Saginaw Valley State 5-2 
10. Hillsdale 5-2 
l l. Michigan Tech 4-t 
12. lndianapolis 5-2 
D2football.com Poll 
1 . Grand Valley State 6-0 
2. North Alabama 6-0 
3. Chadron State 7-0 
4. Nebraska-Omaha 6-0 
5. Delta State 6-0 
6. Northwest Missouri State 5 t 
7. West Texas A&M 7-0 
8. North Dakota 6-1 
9. CataWba 7-0 
10. CCllifomia of Pennsylvania 7-0 
11 . Valdosta State s~ 1 
12. Tarl~on State 7-0 
13. West Chester 6-1 
14. Abilene Christian 6-1 
15. Carson Newman 6-1 
16. Shepherd 6-1 
17. CENTRAL WASHINGTON 5-1 
18. Tuskegee 6-0 
19. Pittsburg State 5-2 
20. Newberry 5-2 
21 . Mesa State 7-0 
22. Midwestern State 5-2 
23. South Dakota 4-3 
24. Bryant 6-0 
25. Ashland 4-1 
Dropped Out: 
Virginia Union 
AFCA Division II Poll 
1 . Grand Valley State 6-0 
2. North Alabama 6-0 
3. Chadron State 7-0 
4. Nebraska-Omaha 6-0 
5. Delta State. f>..O 
6. WestTexasA&M 7-0 
7. Catawba 7 -0 
8. California of Pennsylvania 7-0 
9. Northwest Missouri State 5-1 
l 0. Tarleton State. 7-0 
11. North Dakota 6-1 
12. Abilene Christian 6-1 
1 3. Valdosta State 5-1 
14. West Chester 6-1 
15. Carson-Newman 6-1 
16. Tuskegee 6-0 
1 7. Shepherd 6-1 
l 8. Wingate 6-1 
19. CENTRAL WASfU~GJON 5-1 
20. Mesa State 7-0 
21 . Pittsburg State 5-2 
22. Indiana of Pennsylvania 5-1 
23. Midwestern State 5-2 
24. Ttffin 6-1 
25. Albany State 6-1 
Dropped Out: 
Virginia Union 
*NCC teams in bold 
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Wildcats and Vikings rumble at Qwest 
by Christien Neuson 
Staff reporter 
On Saturday, Oct. 20, the Central 
Washington University football team 
will take on Western Washington Uni-
versity in the annual Wells Fargo Battle 
in Seattle at Qwest Field, home of the 
Seattle Seahawks. 
The Wildcats are anticipating a 
three-peat and to move up in the 
regional rankings to qualify for a Divi~ 
sion II NCAA playoff birth. 
"The atmosphere is more intense in 
Seattle," junior running back Reggie 
Ford said. "Both sides are packed and 
because it's a rivalry game, everybody, 
from [Western] and [Central] students, 
alumni, former athletes to football fans 
alike are in attendance." -
This season, the Wildcats' offense 
has a new high-powered look in addi-
tion to new head coach Beau Baldwin. 
"This year, I think our team confi-
dence is due to having Coach Baldwin 
there," junior offensive lineman Aaron 
Gilbert said "Baldwin knows where to 
put the best players in the right position 
to make play~." 
Last weekend, the Wi Id cats trav-
eled to Western Oregon and won 49-
19. Central is 5-1 overall and 3-1 in 
North Central Conference play, 
where they are ranked third. 
The Central offensive line is 
stacked this year with a veteran 
advantage over Western. 
"The entire offensive line is 
from the class of 2003 and has 
been playing together for the past 
three years," Gilbert said. "We 
have had lots of time to gel and it 
shows out there on the field ." 
Western Washington is coming off 
of a 24-10 loss to South Dakota Univer-
sit,. a team the Wildcats beat in a 
shootout game 45-40 at Nicholson 
Pavilion early this season. Junior quar~ 
terback Mike Reilly threw for a career-
high 399 yards in that game. 
"Battle in Seattle games are 
intense because we grew up playing 
with and against those guys at West-
ern," Ford said. "There's a lot more at 
stake than just bragging rights, a 
sense of pride is on the line." 
At last year's battle, the Wildcats pum-
meled the Western Washington University 
The Wildcats 
celebrate with 
Wellington 
after last year's 
42-28 victory 
over the 
Vikings on Oct. 
21, 2006. The 
rivals will face 
each other 
again at the 
annual Wells 
Fargo Battle in 
Seattle at 
Qwest Field 
iliis Saturday. 
Observer archives 
Vikings 42-28 and brought the Cascade 
. Cup back to Ellensburg. Wildcat fans will 
be seated on the east side of the stadium. · 
Fans are encouraged to purchase tick-
ets prior to the 6 p.m. kickoff. Tickets are 
available on line via Ticket Master or at the 
Wildcat Shop and range from $15 to $35 
per ticket. 
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Rolsma kicking Wildcats up national polls 
by Marqise Allen 
Asst. News editor 
Flying down the field after the 
kickoff, sophomore Garrett Rolsma 
puts a solid hit on the return man, 
immediately getting to his feet with 
an emphatic 
from other kickers. He doesn't see him-
self as just a kicker, either. He's waiting 
for the opportunity to possibly play 
another position on defense. 
"You're only out there so much [as a 
kicker]," Rolsma said. "It's fun to watch, 
but I like to hit too." 
Rolsma could 
possibly play Tiger Woods-like 
fist pump. He's 
the special '' I've never seen a 
defense at some 
point, but the 
team must find a 
punter first 
Hunter said, he is 
invaluable right 
now. 
team's ace. 
He's 
kicker. 
the 
"That one play 
[last game] epito-
mizes him," said 
Torey Hunter, 
assistant coach 
for Central Wash-
ington Universi-
ty's footbal I team, 
who works with 
Rolsma. "He 
knows his job, he 
does his job, and 
team respect a 
kicker the way they 
support Garrett. He does kick-
offs, punts, and 
field goals, which 
is rare to see and 
difficult to do. 
He's just one of 
'' the guys 
TOREY HUNTER, AsSISTANT 
"[Each kick] is a 
lot different, it's a 
whole different 
motion," Rolsma FOOTBALL COACH 
he does it with 110 percent." 
Rolsma is not only intense, but 
another trait that stands out about him 
is his focus. This has helped him be suc-
cessful so far this season making eight 
out of 10 field goals, including seven 
straight, and 26 out of 28 point after 
attempts. 
"He works real hard," said sopho-
more wide receiver Johnny Spevak, 
who also holds for field goals. "Typical-
ly kickers just kick and hang out, but 
he's always kicking and he does [defen-
sive back] drills. He's always asking me 
to stay after practice to work on kicks." 
Hunter describes Rolsma as a line-
backer with a kicker's skill. It's his inten-
sity and focus that set Rolsma apart 
said. "It's stressful 
because if I screw up my punt, I'm thinking 
about that during my next [field goal]." 
The stress that comes with 
doing everything is compounded 
with the pressure that comes with 
the territory of kicking. 
"You're kind of out there by your-
self," Rolsma said. "If one thing is off, it 
could mess up everything. It's really 
stressful if it's a game winner like at 
North Dakota. The whole stadium is 
yelling my name, it's nerve racking." 
But Rolsma explains that the pres-
sures that come with just kicking don't 
even compare with missing a field goal. 
"It eats you away," Rolsma said. 
"You feel like you let everyone down 
and you're not really doing your job." 
Brianne }ette!Observe1 
Sophomore kicker Garrett Rolsma kicks a field goal as part of a 45-40 vict~ry over South Dakota on Oct. 6 
None of these come close with the 
ultimate downfall of kicking though. 
"Chicks don't really dig kick-
ers," Rolsma said. 
Even though there are some cons 
that come with the job, Rolsma loves 
kicking and working on his craft. 
"It's fun being on the team and 
going out to play football and score 
points to help win games," Rolsma said. 
And he is a part of the team and not sim-
ply just the kicker, Hunter has observed. 
"I've never seen a team respect a 
kicker the way they support Garrett," 
Hunter said. "He's just one of the guys." 
